Virtual & Augmented Reality For Dummies
by Paul Mealy
2018/ 356 Pages / Paperback / Rs. 479 (On Amazon India)
ISBN: 978-8126577071/ Wiley India

For such a large-scale technology revolution that is about to happen in the VR/AR space, there are very few books that address Virtual Reality outside of programing language specific "How to program VR applications." There is a huge market for a book that offers an easy to understand primer on Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality and how it will affect the future. Rather than focus on a specific piece of hardware (HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, iOS ARKit), or software (Unity, Unreal Engine), the book functions to offer a broad look at VR/AR/MR -- what they are, a history of the technologies, how they are being used currently, how they will affect the reader both professionally and personally in the future, and where things could go from here.

Enriching Your English
by M.S. John
2017 / 238 Pages / Paperback / Rs. 195

The author, a well-informed teacher, proficient in English, taught in Montfort Brothers Schools and various other schools has written this book which is an anthology of Vocabulary from Latin, French; Synonyms, Anonyms, Phrasal Verbs, Idioms, Abbreviations, Symbols and Proverbs. This book will be useful to the students to perfect their command of the language, writing and useful in competitive examinations. A large collection of proverbs will help in improving the spoken language. This book will be of interest no only ohe students but also to the general readers.

Moral Fiber: A Practical Guide to Living Our Values
by Shawn Vij
2019 / 208 Pages / Paperback / Rs. 358 (On Amazon India)
ISBN: 978-8126519385/ Wiley India

This practical guide is filled with tips, tales, and tools to identify and eliminate toxic behaviors and motivators, as well as priceless lessons from top industry leaders and powerful research from academics, moral fiber is the ultimate guidebook on how to create a thriving business and career while staying true to who you are and what you believe. Taking an innovative and secular approach to business Ethics, moral fiber shows us how living our values unlocks a more purposeful life and career. According to the author, while most companies are designed to make profit, they are now adapting to meet new social and political expectations and we are starting to see a shift from cut-throat business to conscious capitalism as more millennials enter the workplace. It also highlights how capitalism and compassion must co-exist to improve our human conditions. This book helps us to re-discover the inherent core values, such as fairness, respect, compassion, and honesty, and then how to genuinely Act on them daily.

21 Difficult Conversations: Tools to Navigate Your Most Important Talk and Master Exactly What to Say
by Dr Latha Vijaybaskar
2019/ 184 Pages / Paperback / Rs. 399
ISBN: 978-1794149403 / Independently Published

We all experience difficult conversations. Difficult conversation is emotional, high stakes, or challenging for at least one of the people involved. Some are planned, and we dread the path, while some are spontaneous and catch us by surprise. You might be the initiator of a difficult conversation or the receiver. In this book, the author helps you navigate 21 such difficult conversations. From saying a no, giving feedback, delivering bad news, turning debates to dialogues, to going back to an old, hurtful incidents and dealing with irrational and sometimes insensitive talk, this book is filled with life affirming primers. The most exciting part of the book is the "exactly what to say" section, weaving together the conceptual and the anecdotal with the practical and commonsensical. You'll learn to: Live fully and not skirt around the perimeter of relationships; Talk your differences and not avoid relationships because of a few small errors; Say no and not feel bad, say sorry and smile, speak from the heart and be respected; and Connect with customers, colleagues, and friends at a far deeper level. A great self-help book. The author’s facebook group “Handling Difficult Conversations” aims to bring more people together and share productive ways to solve issues.